The One-To-Many Concept and Soft Robotics ExoMusculature

Abstract— This paper presents a unique and innovative approach for Soft-Robotics that introduces the “One-to-Many” design concept. This concept allows a single artificial actuator to store energy in the form of potential energy and drive multiple degrees of freedom. Utilized in an ExoMusculature, this approach has many advantages over existing technologies for assistive and augmentative applications. The basic elements have been designed and prototyped along with physical simulations. A biologically inspired control system has been developed and the results of the simulation were compared with the results of a human arm neuro-motor control experiment. Performance improves dramatically with increased numbers of artificial muscle motor units.

I. INTRODUCTION

The force produced by muscles can be modulated by controlling the number of fibers that are activated in parallel, a process known as recruitment. This modulation of force enables optimized efficiency over a wide range of loads and contraction velocities as well as accelerations [1-3]. For the human body, there are about 400 skeletal muscles, each of which is composed of one hundred or more individual motor units. For example, biceps brachii have about 750-800 such motor units [4-5]. Each motor unit represents a single independently actuated degree of freedom (DoF). Hence, if an artificial assistive exo-musculature is to mimic just one percent of human musculature, the number of actuated DoF has to be on the order of one hundred to one thousand. However, conventional approaches involving one dedicated electric motor per actuated DoF result in systems that are very large, heavy, and expensive. This is clearly inappropriate for a fully mobile, wearable exo-musculature.

Here, we propose to resolve this problem by a “One-To-Many” (OTM) concept that allows a single artificial actuator (an electric motor for example) to store energy in the form of elastic potential energy and drive multiple actuated DoF. Critical for this concept are the OTM architecture (Section 2) and a low-power, light weight, high-speed, energy efficient, robust clutch that provides position sensing (Section 3). Our design can be easily miniaturized for more advanced applications. In essence, these clutches are the mechanical analogue of valves for pneumatic and hydraulic systems.

An advantage of a pneumatic actuation system is that a single tank of compressed air can distribute mechanical energy via a network of tubes, valves and pistons, for many independently actuated DoF. These systems can be used effectively as pneumatic muscles for lower [6] and upper [7] extremities, though with limited mobility. For fully mobile, wearable applications, the low energy density of compressed air results in impractically heavy pneumatic systems.

For example, a 180 lb (82 kg) average human walking at 4.00 mph (6.44 km/h) burns approximately 384 nutritional calories (1.61 MJ) per hour [8]. Practical achievable energy density at the motor shaft for a pneumatic system is about 40-100 kJ/kg. Hence, the mass of the compressed air system required for one hour of walking using a whole body exoskeleton system with same cost of transport as human is 28-145 kg. This translates to at least 6-20 standard 5-liter compressed air bottles per hour. A lithium battery has an energy density of 1.3 MJ/kg and its required mass is only 1.24 kg per hour.

Typically, actuators (“muscles”) are brought together as a system attached to some rigid frame (“skeleton”). For assistive or augmentative systems, this rigid frame may be in the form of an orthotic or exoskeleton system consisting of rigid links and joints for the lower [9] and upper body [10] extremities. Similarly, most previous actuated systems for upper body rehabilitation use rigid exoskeletons or rigid link manipulators [11-12]. However, this traditional approach has limited DoF and reduced comfort for the user. Due to substantial skin-bone relative motion, misalignments between biological and artificial joints are inevitable. Likewise, misalignments occur when putting on and taking off the exoskeleton. These complications in all cases make exoskeletons with rigid joints uncomfortable. Furthermore, misalignments, especially for the lower extremities, can lead to lesions and bone fractures due to the large forces they are subject to.

![Figure 1. Soft Robotics ExoMusculature: wearable, compliant, light-weight, cost-effective, adaptive artificial muscle network for rehabilitation, augmentation, 3D Internet or tele-operation with haptic/force feedback [13-15, 18]. Here, the shoulder brace, on the right, attached to a mannequin arm with added weights is tele-operated by the human arm movements [15,18]](image-url)
These problems are resolved in our approach as the Soft Robotics ExoMusculature is a compliant, thin, light-weight, self-actuated multi-component garment without singular joints or rigid elements [13-15]. Other soft robotic pneumatic [6-7] or cable driven devices [16-17], also take advantage of natural anatomical structures, including joints and bones, to provide the device structure and maintain the natural kinematic DoF. Additionally, the adaptive control identifies linear and angular misalignment parameters of the exomusculature relative to the wearer and self-compensates for optimal actuation [18].

In Section 4 we introduce the detailed OTM physical model, describe the biologically inspired control system, and present results of simulation tests. In Section 5, we report on a human arm neuro-motor control experiment and compare biological and artificial system results.

II. ONE-TO-MANY CONCEPT SYSTEM DESIGN

The simplified schematic of the OTM concept is shown in Fig 2. The OTM design provides a mechanism for storing and distributing mechanical energy from a single motor to many independent motor units (actuated DoFs). This is an electromechanical analogue of a pneumatic or hydraulic system.

The central motor is coupled to the individual motor units via a system of cables and clutches. The clutch mechanisms actuate only a small blocking mass that catches a cable with minimal energy losses due to friction. The clutches allow a single high power central motor to store elastic energy in each motor unit in a short period of time. This energy can then be released at any time via another “down-stream” clutching mechanism to actuate a cable (DoF) in a finely controlled manner.

The OTM system requires the designed clutch mechanism to be a high frequency, low power, cost-effective device that can withhold very large forces and that can be easily miniaturized. Therefore, the following design criteria were prioritized: (a) a small travel distance by active mobile part, (b) force primarily blocked by passive immobile structure (c) minimal friction losses between active mobile part and the rest of the system.

III. CLUTCH MECHANISMS

Mechanical clutches allow the manipulation of power transmission and can be sorted into two distinct types: positive clutches and friction clutches. A positive clutch is a device with two mating surfaces that directly engage each other with interconnecting elements that prevent slipping during the transmission of power. A friction clutch utilizes friction force to engage the mating surfaces in the device. An example of a positive clutch applicable to the OTM concept is demonstrated in a Transtibial prosthesis that is comprised of cams with teeth that interface with a threaded bar [19]. Examples of friction-based devices researched when designing the OTM clutch mechanism include Cam Cleat devices and Jam Cleat devices [20].

The Clutch utilizing forklifted mechanism with small stopper

![Clutch utilizing forklifted mechanism with small stopper](image)

Figure 3: Clutch utilizing forklifted mechanism with small stopper

The most critical element in the OTM system is the OTM clucking mechanism. One of the possible design solutions is shown in Fig 3. Taking into account small travel distances (<2 mm) and low friction (<0.1), the clutch will require less than 0.02J of energy for a 100N cable force to transition from the ON state to OFF state. Here, the active force is perpendicular to the cable tension. Hence, the tension is counteracted by the mechanism’s passive force. In Fig 3, the forked roller is engaging with small beads fixed at equidistant positions along the length of the cable. High bead density and clutch bandwidth will support fine control of energy released by the elastic elements in the device.

The OTM system requires the designed clutch mechanism to be a high frequency, low power, cost-effective device that can withhold very large forces and that can be easily miniaturized. Therefore, the following design criteria were prioritized: (a) a small travel distance by active mobile part, (b) force primarily blocked by passive immobile structure (c) minimal friction losses between active mobile part and the rest of the system.

The clutch utilized Claw/Gear Mechanism
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Figure 4: Clutch utilizing Claw/Gear Mechanism
Based on these system requirements, two positive macro-scale clutches have been developed for the OTM concept application. The first utilizes a claw mechanism incorporating gears and a servo motor to open and close the device to engage the cable, see Fig 4.

![Figure 5 Clutch utilizing sliding-gate mechanism](image)

The second clutch developed utilizes a sliding-gate which moves vertically controlling the width of a slot on the plate itself. The second clutch provides a structure allowing the plate to move with minimal losses due to friction force. The width of the slot will either allow the cable to pass through the clutch with zero contact or will engage the cable, Fig 5.

Several other hybrid mechanisms i.e. cross between hydraulic, pneumatic, and electromechanical methods are currently being examined.

IV. PHYSICAL MODEL AND STATE MACHINE SIMULATION

A. Physical Model

A closed loop conveyor system was created to drive the system comprising of a cylindrical drive roller R1 (directly connected to the main motor), and a cylindrical return roller R2. The cables connecting R1 and R2 have aluminum stop sleeves (cable crimps) spaced equidistant on each closed loop to provide many points of contact on each cable for the clutches to engage. R1 and R2 operate independently from the rest of the system. The number of motor cables connecting R1 and R2 equals to the number of independently actuated motor units.

The OTM system may consist of many motor units. Each of these subsystems, see Fig 6 is envisioned to have 3 clutches (C1, C2, C3), 2 elastic elements (E1, E2), 2 cables (motor cable, "muscle" fiber) with aluminum stop sleeves (cable crimps) spaced at equidistant points along the cables, and an additional roller (R3) per "muscle" fiber.

The clutches have two conditions. The first condition, Open, allows the cable with stop sleeves (cable crimps) to pass freely through the clutch with zero contact. The second condition, Closed, allows the cable to pass with minimal interference but directly engages with a stop sleeve (cable crimp) to create the clutching effect on the motor cable or on the "muscle" fiber motor unit cable.

The C1 clutch can move linearly along the cable path and it may engage with both the "muscle" motor unit cable and the motor cable (i.e. one of the cables connecting rollers). The C2 and C3 clutches have a fixed position and they may only engage with the "muscle" fiber motor unit cable.

The elastic roller R3 takes fiber slack but does not generate forces that substantially affect load dynamics.

The E1 elastic element (spring constant k1) stores motor energy that is then distributed at a later time to the E2 elastic element (spring constant k2) and load itself (mass M).

The motor unit subsystem proceeds through 4 consecutive phases:

- Phase 0 (C1 open, C2 open, C3 open): R3 regulates fiber length and E1, E2 in equilibrium.
- Phase 1 (C1 closed, C2 open, C3 closed): Motor energy transferred to elastic element E1.
- Phase 2 (C1 open, C2 closed, C3 closed): Energy stored in elastic element E1.
- Phase 3 (C1 open, C2 closed, C3 open): Energy transferred to elastic element E2 and load.

B. Control Algorithm

The control mechanism for two antagonistic muscles, see Fig 7, is simplified to case of the state machine where one single motor unit is actuated at a time. The actuated motor unit transitions through four phases (0, 1, 2 and 3) while the non-actuated motor unit stays in phase 0.

At the end of the actuation cycle the actuated motor unit resets to phase 0 during which the springs quickly return to their equilibrium values while load state (position and velocity) stays unchanged. The duration of each phase
transition is $\delta t$.

The R1 and R2 rollers (driven directly by the main motor) are assumed to provide a linear constant speed $V$.

The actuated fiber is selected at beginning of phase 1 based on predicted value of

$$\Delta_{\text{pred}} \theta_T = (\theta_T - \theta)_{\text{pred}}$$

at time $t_3 = t_1 + \delta t + 2\delta t$ (i.e. beginning of phase 3). For positive (negative) values, the back (front) motor unit is actuated. Here, we assume that 2nd phase has zero duration. In the case of multiple motor units per muscle, this interval may not be zero.

The duration of the 1st phase can be defined by the control requirement that motor-added energy is equal to difference of energy that the arm would have if it has the target predicted state at control time $t_1 + 3\delta t$ and actual arm energy at time $t_1$ (i.e. beginning of phase1)

$$\frac{1}{2} k_1 V^2 (\delta t)^2 = \frac{1}{2} I (\omega_{\text{pred}}^2 - \omega^2) + \frac{1}{2} k_2 R^2 (\theta_{\text{pred}} - \theta)^2$$

with

$$\omega_{\text{pred}} = \omega_T + \alpha_T (3\delta t) \quad \text{and} \quad \theta_{\text{pred}} = \theta_T + \omega_T (3\delta t) + \frac{1}{2} \alpha_T (3\delta t)^2$$

and at control time $t_1 + 3\delta t$ and $\theta_T, \omega_T, \alpha_T$ the target values at beginning of phase 1.

However, since the right hand side is not positive definite, we instead utilized the modified co-rotating frame energy

$$\frac{1}{2} k_1 V^2 (\delta t)^2 = \frac{1}{2} (\omega_{\text{pred}}^2 - \omega^2) + \frac{1}{2} k_2 R^2 (\theta_{\text{pred}} - \theta)^2$$

The dynamics of the arm from time $t_1$ till $t_3$ are passive dynamics obeying

$$\tau = (T_f - T_b) R = -k_2 R^2 \Delta \theta \frac{1 + \text{sign} (\Delta \theta)}{2} = I \alpha \quad (4)$$

whereas dynamics of the arm from time $t_3$ till $t_0$ is passive dynamics obeying

$$\tau = (T_f - T_b) R = \frac{k_1 k_2 R}{k_1 + k_2} [V \delta t + R \Delta \theta \delta t (V \delta t + R \Delta \theta) \delta t] = -k_1 k_2 R (R \Delta \theta \mp V \delta t) = I \alpha \quad (5)$$

with $\Delta \theta = \theta - \theta_{\text{equ}}$ and minus (plus) sign for the actuated front (back) motor unit.

Phase 3 continues while function $|\theta - \theta_T + c \omega_T - \omega T \Delta t|$ decreases. Finally, the parameter $c$ is chosen to best address the actual system dynamics.

Adding more motor units to each muscle and applying the same control algorithm effectively results in summing the spring constants for parallel multi-fiber motor unit systems.

$\Delta_{\text{pred}} \theta_T = (\theta_T - \theta)_{\text{pred}}$

$\omega_{\text{pred}} = \omega_T + \alpha_T (3\delta t)$

$\theta_{\text{pred}} = \theta_T + \omega_T (3\delta t) + \frac{1}{2} \alpha_T (3\delta t)^2$

$\omega_{\text{pred}}^2 - \omega^2$ from $t_1 + 3\delta t$

$\Delta \theta = \theta - \theta_{\text{equ}}$

$\Delta \theta$ is not positive definite.

The first simulation experiment was performed with static target at $-60^\circ$, see Fig 8. The arm’s initial conditions at time 0 were set to $0^\circ$ and zero angular speed.

The arm was moved by antagonistic muscles consisting of 1,2,4,8, and 12 fiber motor units. Each fiber motor unit spring constant was set to 5kN/m. The constant $c$ was set to 45. The phase transition duration was set to 10 ms.

As expected, the system performance in terms of position control dramatically improves when multiple motor units are added in parallel. A muscle with a single motor unit undershoots the predetermined target by almost $15^\circ$ degrees and it stabilizes within a $60^\circ \pm 1^\circ$ interval in about 3 sec. A muscle with 12 motor units undershoots the predetermined target by less than $5^\circ$ degrees and stabilizes within a $60^\circ \pm 1^\circ$ interval in about 1 sec.

**C. Simulation Result**

**V. HUMAN SUBJECT EXPERIMENT**

**A. Methods**

Two healthy adult male experimental subjects, MP and IG, performed 4 ~20 sec trials each in an experiment where they were instructed to keep their torso static, and to try to align their arm (kept in straight posture) with a moving target. “Aligned”, here, means that arm axis coincided with shoulder-target axis. The target was randomly moved by a researcher. The distance from the experimental subject’s shoulder was kept approximately constant at about 10 cm from the arm end-effector (fist) if the arm was ideally aligned. The subject MP performed the first trial, had a 1 min break, then performed 3 connected trials without a break. The subject IG performed 4 connected trials. The position and relative orientation of the trunk, shoulder, arm and target were obtained with Flock of Birds EM trackers and the relative angle between the arm axis and shoulder-target axis as well as shoulder-target axis angular speed were calculated [15].

**B. Experimental Results**

The arm effective response time, Fig.9, is defined as the ratio of the mean of the erroneous angle, i.e. angle between arm and shoulder-target axes, and the mean of the target
angular speed. In the experiment with two subjects, 4 ~20 s trials each, we found:

1. The effective response time is not smaller than 50 ms and has a very strong tendency to increase over time (it approximately doubles after 1 minute mainly due to fatigue).

2. The accuracy of the human arm angular displacement (for target average angular speeds per trial in range 60°-100° per second) is not better than 5 degrees (typically on the order of 10 degrees), Fig 10. Moreover, it is uncorrelated with target speed, and has a very strong tendency to increase over time.

C. Comparison of Simulation and Human Arm Experiment

We performed a preliminary simulation control study with predetermined target trajectory identical to the one in the human arm experiment. We observed that simulation trajectory can closely resemble the actual human arm trajectory if the appropriate (time-dependent) number of motor units are recruited [21]. This should not come as a surprise. The proposed OTM ExoMusculature’s elastic element E2 resembles a tendon or passive spring (in the Hill Model )[22] whereas the OTM ExoMusculature’s elastic element E1 resembles an active element. Finally, the proposed OTM architecture and proposed control algorithm allow for biologically inspired control of both position and stiffness.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose the “One-to-Many” design concept that allows a single artificial actuator (e.g. electro-motor) to store energy in the form of elastic potential energy and drive multiple DoFs by utilizing an advanced clutching mechanism. This concept might be quite beneficial for systems like ExoMusculature that, if biologically realistic, necessitate a very large number of actuated DoFs. The practical system can be made very compact, light weight, low power (hence energy efficient) and finally cost-effective. Furthermore, we argue that pneumatic driven ExoMusculatures are inappropriate for the full mobility due to small energy density.

We report on our current work on clutching mechanisms. We present in detail one possible realization of the OTP system with 3 clutches and 2 elastic elements in series per actuated DoF, i.e. ExoMusculature’s motor unit. Still further, we propose the biologically inspired control architecture that simultaneously allows for both position and stiffness control via “muscle” recruitment of multiple motor units. Finally, we contrast the simulation results with a human arm experiment.

Our future work will entail continued development of low-power, high bandwidth, robust clutching mechanisms and continued investigation of different control modalities of biologically inspired multiple DoF Exomusculature.
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